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Abstract This study examines the content of corporate tweets related to earnings announcements and
the incremental usefulness of YouTube and Instagram in disseminating earnings news. Textual analysis of
tweets reveals that investors react more strongly to a firm’s communication on Twitter when it (i) includes
financial information, (ii) mentions the CEO or the CFO, (iii) includes a visual element, and (iv) posts are
written in a moderate tone. Tweets related to earnings announcements are particularly useful when retail
ownership is high. Incrementally to Twitter, YouTube videos and Instagram posts do not have, on average,
positive incremental effects on the price response to earnings news.

Keywords: Social media; Twitter; YouTube; Instagram

JEL codes: G14; G25; G29; D82; D83

1. Introduction

Previous research is silent on the content of tweets that contain earnings news, thus, what firms
communicate on social media and how investors react to the content of tweets remain unex-
plored.1 Furthermore, prior studies have focused almost exclusively on how investors react to
earnings news posted on Twitter. Consequently, the incremental usefulness of other social media
platforms than Twitter in disseminating earnings news is unclear. The aim of this study is twofold.
First, we investigate the content of corporate tweets about earnings results, such as the type of
financial information they include (e.g., about the firm’s revenue and growth), the use of visual
elements (such as pictures and videos), and the tone of the message, before examining how
such content affects investors’ interpretation of earnings news. Second, we assess the usefulness
of YouTube and Instagram in conveying earnings information. We focus on YouTube and Insta-
gram as these two platforms emphasize video and picture communication more than Twitter does
(Twitter tends to focus on short text). This means that YouTube and Instagram are distinct from
Twitter in terms of their presentational medium, which, in turn, could mean their user bases are
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distinct too and as a result, the two platforms can play an incremental role to Twitter in earnings
news dissemination.2

We examine the use of Twitter, YouTube and Instagram in earnings communication by the
largest UK firms (as identified by the FTSE 100 index) because these firms have the resources
necessary to engage in multi-platform communication.3 We document that 64% of the firms in
our sample used Twitter to communicate with investors about semi-annual and annual earnings
announcements over the period January 2015–April 2018, with the usage rate increasing from
56% in 2015 to 69% in 2018. The uptake of the other two social media platforms is initially low,
but increases over time: the proportion of firms posting on YouTube is around 2% in 2015 and
increases to 13% in 2018, a 6.5-fold increase, with a similar pattern for Instagram.

Focusing on the content of all tweets issued at earnings announcements that included earn-
ings results – what we define as the earnings-day Twitter communication – we document that
a significant proportion of Twitter communications refer to financial information on revenue,
growth, expenses, operating performance and on dividend and repurchases. For example, around
43.1% of communications on Twitter mention the firm’s revenue and growth, and 20.7% mention
payouts (either dividends or repurchases). Moreover, around 36.2% of Twitter communication
mentions the CEO/CFO and often include short statements from the CEO highlighting the firm’s
performance. 82.8% of Twitter communications include positive tone words, while approxi-
mately 15% of communications include a graphical element, such as a cashtag, picture or video.
Thus, there is a significant heterogeneity in the content of Twitter communication released in
relation to earnings announcements.

To understand how investors react to earnings news conditional on the content of the tweets,
we relate them to price reactions. To capture the content of earnings news, we follow previous
studies and calculate the earnings surprise – the standardized difference between actual earnings
and the analyst consensus forecast (see Aboody & Kasznik, 2000; Healy & Palepu, 1995; McVay,
2006 Skinner, 1994;). We then interact the earnings surprise with variables capturing the content
of tweets.

We find that investors react more strongly to earnings news when Twitter communication
include references to financial information (on revenue, growth, expenses, operating perfor-
mance and on dividend and repurchases). To illustrate, the price reaction to earnings surprises
increases by 22% when Twitter communication mentions revenue, and by 17% when tweets
mention operating performance. This finding is consistent with investors attaching more weight
to earnings news when managers identify the drivers of financial performance, which helps
investors assess the persistence of earnings surprises (Ertimur et al., 2003). Twitter communi-
cation that mentions the CEO or the CFO increase price reaction to earnings surprises by 17%.
This result suggests that firms can enhance the credibility of social media communication by

2We do not include Facebook in our main analysis because Facebook’s market positioning is to create a social network of
‘friends’ who can view and comment on the content posted on Facebook. Thus, users are more likely to look to Facebook
for social interactions within their social network than for corporate news. Consistently, our sensitivity tests show that
half the number of companies in our sample that used YouTube and Instagram used Facebook to disseminate earnings
results in 2018. Facebooks earnings posts were typically brief and highlighting that the financial results were available
on the corporate page with the link to the report. For example, International Hotel Group post on Facebook states ‘Today
we announced our Full Year Results for 2020. Read in full here: http://ihg.co/6184HcWNY’. Further tests show that
Facebook posts of earnings results do not associate with incrementally significant price reactions to earnings news.
3Social media communication is costly in terms of the time and resources necessary to prepare the message and the
audio-visual content, engage with the audience, and respond to potentially unfavourable comments. The cost of social
media communication also includes staff costs and compliance costs as material posted on social media must meet legal
and regulatory guidelines. Costs of promoting engagement on social media can also be nontrivial, e.g., promoting a trend
on Twitter can cost $200,000 per day and promoting a single tweet costs $4 per engagement. These costs increase with
the number of social media platforms a firm uses.
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conditioning on the top-management’s reputation (Kelton & Pennington, 2020). Twitter commu-
nication with a more moderate tone associates with stronger price reactions, which suggests that
companies can increase the credibility of social media communication by avoiding excessively
optimistic wording (Davis et al., 2015). Finally, tweets that include visual elements, such as
cashtags, pictures or videos, associate with higher earnings response coefficients. These results
suggest that visual elements can help attract investor attention to tweets, thus facilitating the
dissemination of earnings news.4

To sharpen the analysis of why investors react to earnings news disseminated on Twitter, we
also examine (i) how different audiences react to Twitter communication and (ii) how character-
istics of the Twitter communication, such as the frequency of tweeting, affect the usefulness of
this social media platform in disseminating earnings results. We find that earnings news tweets
are particularly useful when the stock has significant retail ownership, consistent with social
media reducing information acquisition costs for retail investors (Barber & Odean, 2008; Nof-
singer, 2001). We do not find that a higher frequency of tweets, higher reader engagement with
tweets through likes, reposts and comments, or higher user following correlate with stronger
price reactions to earnings surprises.

Next, we turn to the role of YouTube and Instagram in earnings news communication. We find
that firms are more likely to use YouTube and Instagram when they also communicate on Twitter.
Instagram posts are also more likely to be utilized if a firm is using YouTube. These results
suggest that firms use YouTube and Instagram to complement their Twitter output, presumably
as a means to increase news reach beyond Twitter.

To capture the incremental usefulness of YouTube and Instagram in earnings communication
beyond that of Twitter, we focus on the earnings response coefficients. We find no evidence
that, on average, YouTube and Instagram posts increase price reactions to earnings news. In fact,
YouTube posts associate on average with incrementally lower price reactions. This evidence
is consistent with (i) a relatively low usage of YouTube and Instagram in relation to earnings
announcements, (ii) that Twitter also allows firms to post pictures and video, which reduces the
competitive advantage of YouTube and Instagram, and (iii) that firms tend to use the same media
content across platforms (see Figure 1, which presents the infographic for International Hotel
Group on Twitter and Instagram). Subsample analysis documents that YouTube videos associate
with incrementally more positive price reactions to earnings news when (i) retail ownership is
high and (ii) firms engage more on YouTube by posting more videos – such posts moderate
the average negative effect from earnings news communication on YouTube. Instagram posts,
meanwhile, have no positive incremental effect on how investors interpret earnings news even
when conditioning on retail ownership, firm engagement on Instagram, and user engagement
with the post.

We conclude by presenting three complementary results. First, we show that our conclusion
that YouTube and Instagram posts do not associate with incrementally higher price reactions to
earnings news extends to earnings-related posts on Facebook. Second, our evidence suggests
that price reactions to tweets and YouTube videos that present earnings results are incremen-
tally stronger for firms with higher retail ownership. This evidence suggests that communication
on these two platforms meets the retail investors’ demand for the channel through which to
disseminate financial results. Following up on this result, we also examine whether retail own-
ership increases in response to firms’ communication of earnings news on Twitter, YouTube and
Instagram, a result we confirm. Third, considering that Twitter facilitates earnings news dissem-
ination and helps to attract retail ownership, we would expect analysts to issue more favorable

4The evidence that graphical elements enhance the appeal of tweets is consistent with laboratory experiments in Elliott
et al. (2017).
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Figure 1. An example of social media posts on Twitter and Instagram related to earnings announcements for
International Hotel Group.

recommendations for firms that communicate earnings results on Twitter. Though large invest-
ment banks focus on institutional clients, some brokerage firms serve both retail and institutional
investors, and some brokers focus specifically on retail investors (Cowen et al., 2006; De Franco
et al., 2007).5 We find that the mean of stock recommendations issued after earnings announce-
ments is more likely to be higher than the mean of stock recommendations issued before earnings
announcements for firms that communicate earnings results on Twitter, particularly for high retail
ownership stocks.

This study contributes several results to the accounting literature. First, we perform textual
analysis of tweets issued at earnings announcements to understand what sort of content firms
post on Twitter and what information investors use to interpret earnings news. This evidence
enhances previous studies on the use of Twitter in corporate communication (Bhagwat & Burch,
2016; Bollen et al., 2011; Curtis et al., 2016; Jung et al., 2018) and is relevant to investor rela-
tions departments in determining the content of Twitter posts to increase their impact. Relatedly,
because of a more focused sample and a manual process of verifying all tweets, we can be
more confident that we identify tweets that relate to earnings announcements as opposed to non-
corporate communication.6 Higher data reliability coupled with tests that specifically distinguish
between earnings announcement tweets and non-corporate communication on Twitter builds con-
fidence that our results capture the usefulness of Twitter in corporate communication rather than
higher visibility of firms present on Twitter.

Second, we highlight the usefulness of Twitter, YouTube and Instagram to retail investors,
who have limited information sources and incur higher costs when processing complex financial
information compared to institutional investors (Barber & Odean, 2008; Nofsinger, 2001). Our
results are relevant to companies for whom retail holdings comprise a significant proportion of
stock ownership, such as small and medium-size firms. The Investor Relations magazine 2021

5Because analyst compensation is tied to trading volume both at retail-focused and full-service brokers, analysts have
an incentive to recommend stocks of interest to retail investors to promote retail trading in these stocks. Cowen et al.
(2006, p. 123) highlight that even in full-service investment banks, which include several bulge-bracket brokers, analyst
compensation is based on, among other things, ‘trading volume by retail client’.
6Previous studies are not always successful in identifying tweets related to earnings announcements. For example, Bhag-
wat and Burch (2016, p. 13) acknowledge that ‘[W]e recognize there could be tweets we classify as financial that are
not related to earnings.’ Blankespoor et al. (2014, p. 86) state that they gather ‘[P]otential Earnings Announcement
Observations (within Firm Twitter Period)’ without verifying if the tweet relates to earnings announcements.
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survey highlights that retail investors hold over 50% more shares compared to holdings by insti-
tutional investors. Further, the survey revealed that Investor Relations departments find retail
investors lack of knowledge as the biggest challenge in communicating financial news to them.’7

Third, we document no average benefit of disseminating earnings news on YouTube and Insta-
gram. This result helps explain the relatively low uptake of these two platforms. The usefulness
of social media platforms other than Twitter has not been explored so far in the accounting liter-
ature. For example, in their descriptive study, Jung et al. (2018) identify firms that use Twitter,
Facebook, YouTube, LinkedIn, Google + , and Pinterest in earnings dissemination. However,
their empirical tests focus on Twitter ‘since the data suggest that Twitter is the preferred social
media platform’ (Jung et al., 2018, p. 231). Our evidence, therefore, adds new insights to the
accounting literature on the evolving use of the three social media channels – Twitter, YouTube
and Instagram – and their efficacy in communicating corporate information. These results can
help investor relations departments to determine how to efficiently allocate resources across the
three social media platforms.8

Fourth, the study adds new evidence to the nascent literature that examines the use of social
media outside the US (e.g., Gómez-Carrasco et al., 2020, who study firm Corporate Social
Responsibility communication on social media for a sample of Spanish banks). We believe more
international research is warranted because it is unclear whether the US evidence is generalizable
to other countries with different institutional features, such as lower institutional holdings and
ownership concentration (Bena et al., 2017).9 For example, Blankespoor et al. (2014, p. 105)
report that they do not ‘find compelling evidence of an association between tweeting activity and
a change in small trade activity [proxy for retail trading]’ in the US, which stands in contrast to
our evidence for the UK The need to validate results in non-US settings has been emphasized in
several fields including the corporate governance literature (Crossland & Hambrick, 2007) and
auditing (Simnett et al., 2016).

Finally, our results add new evidence to the corporate disclosure literature (Aboody & Kasznik,
2000; Healy & Palepu, 1995; McVay, 2006 Skinner, 1994; Trueman, 1986;). Our evidence high-
lights that the content of tweets and the choice of social media dissemination channels (Twitter,
YouTube and Instagram) affects investor processing of earnings news. Our evidence on the
usefulness of Twitter in disseminating earnings news echoes the recommendation of some reg-
ulators, such as the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), who have endorsed the use of
social media to disseminate corporate news to enhance corporate transparency.10

2. Background and Hypothesis Development

Corporate communication takes on many forms. Traditional channels through which companies
disseminate earnings news include investor relations pages, regulatory and press releases, and

7For the Investor Relations magazine 2021 survey, see https://research.irmagazine.com/reportaction/
Retail_Investors_2021/Marketing
8We do not look at social media like Google + , Pinterest and LinkedIn because Jung et al. (2018) report that less than
half of firms that use Twitter, YouTube and Facebook use these other platforms. Specifically, Jung et al. (2018) report
that 28.5% of firms in their sample used LinkedIn to disseminate earnings results, 10.5% Google + and 5.5% Pinterest
compared to 44.2% using Facebook and 47.5% using Twitter. Thus, if a platform is not popular among companies, we
would not expect it to provide a meaningful earnings dissemination channel.
9Faias and Ferreira’s (2017) study of 45 countries finds that outside the U.S., institutional holdings increased on average
from 10% in 2000 to 20% in 2010, a fraction of the institutional ownership in the U.S. that stands above 70%. Thus, it is
not clear whether U.S. evidence applies to other countries where institutional holdings are less prevalent.
10In 2013, the SEC accepted the use of Twitter to communicate corporate announcements. In 2014, it allowed firms to
release financial information via social media (SEC, 2013).
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investor and analyst calls. In recent years, companies started using social media to communi-
cate with investors. Engaging with investors on social media to disseminate earnings news has
important advantages compared to traditional channels. The firm communicates directly with
investors, circumventing intermediaries such as Bloomberg or brokerage houses, which avoids
delays in information sharing and distortions in the message’s content. ‘Pushing’ the message
to users also reduces investors’ information acquisition costs. Furthermore, the message can be
shaped to reduce information processing costs and meet the informational needs of various audi-
ences, e.g., the company can highlight the main financial drivers behind firm results and use
visual aids in communicating with retail investors.

Several studies have examined whether firms use Twitter to promote earnings news dissemi-
nation. Bhagwat and Burch (2016) document that firms are strategic and tweet more frequently
around positive earnings surprises. They also find that tweets related to earnings news increase
price reaction to small earnings news, but not to small negative surprises, for less visible stocks.
Blankespoor et al. (2014) examine the impact on stock liquidity of firm tweets related to 233
earnings announcements for 79 technology firms between 2006 and 2009. They show that tweets
that point to the earnings press release reduce the bid-ask spreads and depths. Jung et al. (2018)
document that managers are opportunistic and more likely to disclose positive news on Twitter.
Focusing on posts written by investors, Bartov et al. (2018) provide evidence that sentiment in
investor tweets about a firm predicts the firm’s earnings news and stock returns in relation to
earnings announcements. Curtis et al. (2016) measure investor attention by their social media
activity and find that abnormally high levels of investor attention are associated with higher sen-
sitivity of market returns to earnings news and lower post-earnings announcement drift. Sprenger
et al. (2014) and Bollen et al. (2011) study the sentiment of investor Twitter posts and find that
high daily volume of Twitter activity and more positive sentiment about a stock predict next
period returns. Gómez-Carrasco et al. (2020) examine posts written by firms and by investors
related to Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) communication on social media and find that
significant differences exist between the information interests of companies and stakeholders.

This study expands the literature by first examining the content of all tweets that contain earn-
ings news and are issued at earnings announcements. Managers choose the content to present on
social media and posts on Twitter can include information about the firm’s financial performance,
e.g., revenue and growth, graphical elements, and the tone of the messages can convey man-
agerial optimism about the news. We propose four hypotheses related to the content of tweets.
First, we expect that investors will react more strongly to earnings news when Twitter com-
munication contains financial information on revenue, costs, growth, operating performance and
dividend/repurchases.11 This is because (i) the precision of such financial information tends to be
higher compared to qualitative information (Hirst et al., 2008) and (ii) such financial information
points to the drivers behind the earnings results and can help investors assess the persistence of
earnings surprises (Ertimur et al., 2003).

Hypothesis 1a. Tweets related to earnings news that include financial information (about revenue, costs, growth,
operating performance or dividend/repurchases) associate with incrementally stronger price reactions to earnings
announcements.

Second, companies can increase the credibility of tweets by including references to the CEO
or CFO or by including short statements made by the CEO or CFO. Linking the tweet’s content
to top management can increase the tweets’ credibility as managers stake their reputation and
social capital on the credibility of the content (Kelton & Pennington, 2020; Lee et al., 2015).
Consistently, Elliott et al. (2018) draw on the social identity theory to predict that CEO tweets

11We consider tweets to contain financial information if they mention at least of the following categories of information:
sales, costs, growth, operating performance, and dividend and repurchases.
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help build social bonds, which in turn increase trust in CEOs’ messages. Their experimental
evidence suggests CEO tweets can facilitate the development of investor trust, which then helps
mitigate the effects of negative information.

Hypothesis 1b. Tweets related to earnings news that include references to the CEO or CFO associate with
incrementally stronger price reactions to earnings announcements.

Third, graphics help efficiently summarize granular and complex information (Tufte, 1997).
Thus, visual elements can help draw investor attention to the firm’s post. Asay et al.’s (2018)
research demonstrates that including a photograph of the CEO with the earnings release increases
the perceived credibility of the disclosure and associates with a stronger investor reaction. Elliott
et al.’s (2017) research shows that the use of pictures in a firm’s CSR report increases the per-
ceived trustworthiness of the report’s content as well as increasing the likelihood that a subject
will invest in a firm. Visual elements that can draw investor attention to a tweet also include
a cashtag, which is a combination of a currency sign and the listing ticker, that groups tweets
related to the financial performance of a firm. Cashtags clearly highlight company’s ticker in
a tweet, which can attract investors’ attention to the message. Companies can also use cashtag
links in tweets to direct the user to more granular information on their financial performance, thus
reducing investors’ information search costs. We expect that investors will react more strongly
to tweets that include more visual elements such as pictures, videos and cashtags.

Hypothesis 1c. Tweets related to earnings news that include visual elements associate with incrementally stronger
price reactions to earnings announcements.

Fourth, managers may use a more optimistic tone in tweets in order to create a favorable
impression of the earnings result. Mahoney and Lewis (2004) document that managers vary the
tone of the language within the earnings press release to strategically emphasize more favor-
able information. Davis et al. (2012) report that investors react more positively to earnings
press releases that use more optimistic words. In contrast, Henry and Leone (2016) and Tetlock
(2007) report that investors place less weight on optimistic qualitative disclosure in earnings
press releases compared to disclosures with a pessimistic tone.12 We expect that a more cautious
tone of a tweet will signal higher credibility of the post and will lead to a stronger price reaction
to the firm’s earnings news.

Hypothesis 1d. Tweets related to earnings news that are written in a more positive tone associate with incrementally
lower price reactions to earnings announcements.

Our second research question focuses on the incremental usefulness of YouTube and Insta-
gram, beyond Twitter, for earnings dissemination. Managers can choose the portfolio of social
media platforms through which to disseminate earnings results. Twitter, a microblogging site,
emphasizes short text messages.13 Tweets can include text, hyperlinks to outside sources, pictures
and videos. By contrast, YouTube is an online video sharing platform, and Instagram is primarily
a photo sharing platform. Smith et al. (2012, p. 104) argue that the three social media platforms
‘represent different types of social media, and that each site has its own unique architecture, cul-
ture and norms. Users visit these sites with slightly different intentions, interact in diverse ways,’
meaning the three platforms can potentially reach different audiences, thus increasing the reach

12The U.K. Financial Conduct Authority guidance states that companies can communicate on social media if the com-
munication is ‘fair, clear and not misleading’ and that social media communication does not substitute for formal
notification of information concerning a change in financial condition, performance or expectation of performance if the
change would be likely to lead to a substantial share price movement, see https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/guidance-
consultation/gc14-06.pdf
13At launch in 2006, Twitter allowed up to 140 characters for tweets, which increased to 280 characters from November
2018.
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of earnings news. Den et al. (2014, p. 1) report that ‘the information emergence and propagation
is faster in social textual stream-based platforms [Twitter] than that in multimedia sharing plat-
forms [YouTube] at micro user level.’ However, it is unclear if YouTube and Instagram are useful
in disseminating earnings news incrementally to Twitter. Thus, our second hypothesis examines
the incremental usefulness of YouTube and Instagram for earnings news dissemination.

Hypothesis 2. Posts on YouTube and Instagram related to earnings news associate with incrementally higher price
reactions to earnings announcements.

To better understand why investors react to the content of tweets and to posts on YouTube
and Instagram, we examine the role of retail ownership. Compared to institutional investors,
retail investors have limited information sources and incur higher costs when processing complex
financial information (Barber & Odean, 2008; Nofsinger, 2001). Consistent with retail investors’
lower ability to acquire and process information, studies find that retail investors underreact to
new information (Ben-Rephael et al., 2017), buy attention-grabbing stocks that subsequently
disappoint (Barber & Odean, 2008), and tend to herd leading to temporary stock mispricing
(Barber et al., 2009). We expect that retail investors will find social media posts particularly
helpful in interpreting earnings news because information in social media posts is more easily
accessible and easier to process. Thus, our third hypothesis is:

Hypothesis 3. There is an incremental price reaction to earnings news communicated on Twitter, YouTube and
Instagram when retail holdings are high.

3. Data

We first manually identify the social media accounts of FTSE 100 firms on Twitter, YouTube
and Instagram. To do this, we search the social media for company names and verify the correct
link by checking the nature of the posts and whether they link with the corporate site. We verify
each account manually to eliminate cases where the name reflects a user group or a community
unrelated to the firm. We then use Crimson Hexagon, a social analysis platform, to identify the
posts. Crimson Hexagon contains over one trillion posts from various social media platforms and
is considered ‘the largest repository of public social data’.14 We then search for the semi-annual
and annual earnings announcements on social media over the period January 2015 to April 2018.
We read each post to ensure it includes information related to financial results and is not part
of the firm’s non-corporate communication (e.g., product advertising), or unrelated to earnings
(e.g., CSR disclosure). This allows us to identify investor-focused tweets as opposed to customer-
centric communication, which ensures we capture corporate communication targeting investors
around earnings announcements. We collect financial data from Compustat Global Fundamentals
and market data from Compustat Global Security Daily files. Analyst data is from international
I/B/E/S files and stock ownership data is from Factset. Our final sample includes 383 earnings
announcements by 93 unique firms.15 Appendix A explains how we arrive at the final sample.

14McClellan et al. (2017, 497) use Crimson Hexagon to collect tweets related to depression and suicide and emphasise
that ‘Crimson Hexagon provides more comprehensive data compared to other tools that have been used in previous
studies, such as the free Twitter application interface’. Jiang and Shen (2017) use Crimson Hexagon to study how Twitter
covers business scandals, Ceron et al. (2014) to examine the relation between social media sentiment and political
preferences, and Uede et al. (2017) to analyse the relation between Twitter coverage of celebrity suicides and population
suicide rates.
15Data requirements led us to exclude some FTSE100 constituents. For example, Royal Mail and Merlin Entertainments
became part of the FTSE 100 index immediately following their IPOs and have insufficiently long history to allow us to
calculate certain control variables, such as the stock return volatility.
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We focus on earnings announcements because they are an important and persistent component
of corporate communication (Kothari, 2001) and have a significant impact on investor portfo-
lio allocation decisions (Ball & Brown, 1968 and Beaver, 1968), properties of analyst forecasts
(Altinkilic & Hansen, 2009 Ivković & Jegadeesh, 2004; Schipper, 1991;), and managerial com-
pensation and turnover (Matsumoto, 2002). Moreover, clustering of announcements within a
relatively short window means investors face increased information processing costs that social
media can reduce (Hirshleifer et al., 2009). Online Appendix A illustrates that between 26 and
35 firms announced their results in a three-day window between 5th and 7th March 2019.

We focus on the UK as it offers a unique setting to examine the effect of earnings news
communication on social media. First, compared to the US, UK firms have more dispersed
ownership (Goergen & Renneboog, 2001 Leech, 2001) and regulatory constraints introduced
through the Cadbury (1992), Hampel (1998) and Newbold (2001) corporate governance commit-
tees reproached institutional investor to become more passive and rely more on public sources
of information (Faccio & Lasfer, 2000 Goergen & Renneboog, 2001; Stapledon, 1996). Second,
retail ownership in UK listed firms is relatively high compared to US firms and social media com-
munication is likely to be particularly important for this investor group.16 Thus, understanding
the UK context is conducive to understanding how different audiences (retail vs. institutional)
react to earnings communication through different social media channels (Twitter, YouTube and
Instagram).

Figure 2 presents the time-series distribution of earnings news posts across the three social
media platforms. Around 56% of FTSE 100 firms used Twitter to announce their financial results
in 2015 with the proportion increasing to almost 70% in the first half of 2018. The frequency
of posts on YouTube and Instagram is smaller, although it increases substantially over time:
the proportion of YouTube posts increases from around 2% in 2015–13% in 2018, a 6.5-fold
increase, with a similar pattern for Instagram.17

4. Research Methods

4.1. Twitter and the Content of Tweets

To identify firms that use Twitter to disseminate earnings results, we create an indicator variable,
Tweet, which takes a value of one if a firm issued at least one earnings-related tweet on the
earnings announcement day, and zero otherwise. This captures the overall firm communication
on Twitter at the earnings announcement. Next, we look at the content of tweets that a firm posted
on Twitter. Firms can either issue simple messages that alert investors to firms results, e.g., ‘3i
Group plc has announced strong half year results this morning, with both the Private Equity
and Infrastructure businesses performing well: https://www.3i.com/investor-relations ‘ or can
highlight specific information, e.g., ‘Diageo preliminary results; Organic net sales flat, operating

16The U.K. Office for National Statistics listed individual investors as the largest ownership group for FTSE 100 stocks
in 2016 after ‘Rest of the world’ and ahead of domestic insurance companies and pension funds. Bena et al. (2017)
report that only 12% of U.K. listed stocks were owned by domestic institutional investors, compared to 67% in the
U.S. (foreign institutional ownership was 20% and 8%, respectively). The importance of retail investors is reflected in
corporate communication. To illustrate, the annual report of Saga plc recognises that ‘Saga has a diverse shareholder
register which is formed of both institutional and retail ownership, the latter numbering over 170,000’ (Saga, 2018, 82).
17In untabulated results, we find that Twitter’s use varies between 100% for consumer-facing industries, such as con-
sumer durables (e.g., cars, TVs and furniture), and 46.9% for business-to-business industries, such as wholesale and
manufacturing. The use of YouTube and Instagram also tends to be more pronounced among customer-oriented indus-
tries, such as the non-durables industry (e.g., food, tobacco, textiles, apparel, leather, toys). The Pearson correlation
between Twitter and YouTube earnings news posts is 0.190 and between Twitter and Instagram posts is 0.130. The
correlation between YouTube and Instagram posts is 0.222.
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Figure 2. The frequency of Twitter, YouTube and Instagram earnings communication over time. The graph reports the
frequency of firms using Twitter, YouTube and Instagram for earnings communication over time.

margin up 24bps, free cash flow of £2bn, full year dividend up 9%’. They can also enhance
tweets with pictures and videos or increase tweets’ credibility through CEO or CFO testimonies,
e.g., ‘Group CEO Stephen A. Carter: steady operational & financial progress in fourth year of
our acceleration program http://goo.gl/EwSCem.’

To capture the financial information contained in tweets issued at earnings announcements
(about revenue, costs, growth, operating performance or dividend/repurchases), we define several
indicator variables. Sales equals one if any of the tweets issued at earnings announcement refer-
ence revenue and is zero otherwise. Costs indicates whether any of the tweets mention costs, and
Growth is a dummy variable equal to one if any of the tweets mention growth. Operating equals
one if any of the tweets refers to operating performance and zero otherwise. Dividend/repurchase
is an indicator variable equal to one if any of the tweets refer to a dividend or a repurchase, and
is zero otherwise.

We determine whether any of the tweets reference the CEO or the CFO and define a variable
CEO/CFO equal to one in such instances. As an extension, we also look at whether referencing
analysts in any of the tweets can increase price reactions to earnings news. Mentioning analysts
or analyst reports can increase the credibility of the news. Analyst takes a value of one if any of
the tweets references analysts and is zero otherwise. To capture visual enhancements to tweets
that can grab investor attention, we code as one (i) an indicator variable Picture or video if
any of the tweets include either a picture or a video, and (ii) an indicator variable Cashtag if
a firm uses cashtags. Finally, we measure the positive tone of the Twitter communication at
earnings announcement, Tone, by searching for favorable words in all the tweets. We select most
commonly used keywords that identify positive tone words from the Loughran and McDonald
(2011) dictionary. Appendix B presents the definitions of the variables used in the analysis and
the keywords we use in coding the variables, thus capturing the content of tweets.

4.2. Characteristics of Corporate Communication on Twitter

To capture the characteristics of corporate activity on Twitter, we count the number of firm-
initiated tweets (#Twitter posts) to capture the intensity of firm communication. If a company
has more than one account on a social platform that it uses to announce earnings results, we sum
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up the activity across all accounts.18 Crimson Hexagon’s software ForSight calculates the total
number of followers for the firm, which we measure seven days before earnings announcements
(#Twitter Followers) and use it to capture firm following. A larger number of users following a
firm should facilitate the spread of the message. We count the cumulative number of retweets,
likes and comments (Twitter User Eng) to gauge user engagement with the firm’s Twitter posts.
Higher user engagement should facilitate impounding of news into the share price.

4.3. YouTube and Instagram Posts

Next, we collect information for YouTube and Instagram posts on the earnings announcement
day. A dummy variable YouTube takes a value of one if a firm posted at least one YouTube
video related to financial results, and is zero otherwise. Instagram takes a value of one if a
firm posted at least one earnings results related message on Instagram, and zero otherwise. We
collect information on the number of firm’s posts on both social media platforms (#YouTube posts
and #Instagram posts) and measure user engagement through cumulative likes (also dislikes on
YouTube) and comments on all posts (YouTube User Eng and Instagram User Eng).19

4.4. Earnings Surprises and the Regression Model

Consistent with previous studies (Datta & Dhillon, 1993; Jegadeesh & Livnat, 2006 Mendenhall,
2004;), we measure news revealed at earnings announcements by the standardized difference
between actual earnings, EPSa, and analyst consensus forecast, EPSf , based on the latest analyst
forecasts in a 90-day period before earnings announcements. To make earnings surprises com-
parable across firms, we scale this difference by the standard deviation in analyst EPS estimates,

STD(EPSf ), i.e., SUE = EPSa−EPSf

STD(EPSf )
. We then interact the earnings surprise with the content and

characteristics of social media posts and regress cumulative abnormal returns on the surprise and
its interaction terms. We measure cumulative abnormal returns in a four-day window around the
earnings announcement, CAR(-1,2). The basic regression takes the form:

CAR = β0 + β1SUE + β2SUE × Social media post + β3Social media post

+ � Controls + � Year effects + � Industry effects + e (1)

where Socialmediapost is a vector that captures (i) the content and characteristics of tweets, and,
in further analysis, (ii) firm activity on YouTube and Instagram. β2 captures the incremental
price reaction at earnings announcements for firms that communicate through social platforms
we study, i.e., a more efficient impounding of earnings news into the stock price. Standard errors
are adjusted for heteroskedasticity and within-firm correlation.

We recognize that firms self-select to disclose information on social media and that anticipat-
ing higher benefits from such disclosure prompts firms to post earnings news on social media.
The decision to disclose earnings news on social media can be modeled as

Social media post = 1 if Z′
iα + ei ≥ 0

and

Social media post = 0 if Z′
iα + ei < 0

18For example, AstraZeneca has a group and a U.S.-specific account.
19Crimson Hexagon allows only one year of data for the number of followers on YouTube and Instagram, which is why
we do not measure user following for these two platforms.
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where Z′
iα + e captures the latent decision to disclose earnings news on social media and the

model is standardized so that non-zero values capture positive expected benefits from social
media posts. A consistent estimation of Equation (1) requires conditional estimation based on
the outcome of the latent model to allow the effect of the firm’s choice to communicate on social
media to affect price reactions to earnings announcements. The estimation can be performed
consistently by including an inverse Mills ratio from the model predicting the choice to com-
municate earnings news on social media in Equation (1). Specifically, the conditional regression
takes the form

CAR = α0 + α1SUE + α2SUE × Social media post + α3 Social media post + � Controls

+ � Year effects + B Industry effects + IMR + u (2)

where

IMR = ϕ(Z′
iα)

�(Z′
iα)

if Social media post = 1

and

IMR = −ϕ(Z′
iα)

1 − �(Z′
iα)

if Social media post = 0.

This conditional model is also referred to as an endogenous treatment regression model
(Cameron & Trivedi, 2005; Wooldridge, 2010). We use Equation (2) to account for the selectivity
in the firm’s choice to post earnings news on social media.

4.5. Controls

The set of controls in Equations (1) and (2) includes variables that previous studies have iden-
tified as being associated with price reactions to earnings announcements (Collins et al., 2009
Francis et al., 2002;). Lower information environment quality means investors attach more
weight to new information as it becomes available, which can increase price reactions to earnings
news. We count the number of analysts following a firm and include its logarithms, ln #Analysts,
as a higher analyst following associates with a higher-quality information environment. Investors
may attach more weight to earnings news when the heterogeneity in investor expectations is
higher. We capture the heterogeneity in investor opinions by the stock price volatility, Volatility,
calculated as the stock price standard deviation measured over two months ending two weeks
before earnings announcements and scaled by the mean stock price. Though the FTSE 100 index
includes the largest listed firms, there remains considerable variation in size between the top and
bottom index percentile. We use the logarithm of the firms’ market capitalization, ln MV, to cap-
ture the differences in media and investor attention to firms within the index. We control for the
(logarithm of) number of institutional investors in a stock, ln #IO, as greater investor dispersion
should associate with stronger price reactions. We measure the proportion of retail ownership,
Retail ownership, as higher retail ownership can lead to less efficient pricing of earnings news
and weaker price reactions. Earnings news are more important for growth stocks, captured by the
book-to-market ratio, B/M, as they reveal how firms convert growth options into cash flows. We
control for leverage, Leverage, as investors may react more strongly to disappointing earnings
news for financially distressed firms. Social media platforms compete with traditional media as a
medium for information diffusion (Kayany & Yelsma, 2000). We control for the media coverage
intensity of a firm in a 30-day window ending seven days before earnings announcements, news
intensity. We capture the intensity of media coverage by the weighted average of (i) the number
of articles mentioning a firm and (ii) the prominence of a company in the media article. Year and
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industry effects account for the heterogeneity in price reactions over time and across industries
and the resultant serial correlation of residuals.

Table 1 presents descriptive statistics for the variables in Equation (1). Panel A reports descrip-
tive statistics for the price reaction, Twitter usage and the content of all tweets issued at earnings
announcements. The average abnormal price reaction to earnings announcements is 0.18%, while
63.97% of firms use Twitter to communicate earnings results. A considerable proportion of
earnings-day Twitter communications refer to financial information. For example, around 43.1%
of Twitter communications mention revenue, 43.09% mention growth, 13.8% costs and 5.2%
operating performance. We find that 20.7% of communications include references to dividend
or repurchase payouts, and around 36.2% mention the CEO/CFO or short statements from the
CEOs highlighting the firm’s performance. Only 6.9% of Twitter communications mention ana-
lysts. Close to 15% of Twitter communications include a graphical element, and 12.65% feature
a cashtag. Around 82.8% of communications include positive tone words.

Panel B reports descriptive statistics for the characteristics of the tweets issued at earnings
announcements. Firms release on average 7.641 tweets and have on average 26,430 Twitter fol-
lowers.20 On average, users commented or retweeted firm posts 114.571 times. Panel C reports
results for the usage of YouTube and Instagram in relation to earnings announcements. The
proportion of firms using YouTube and Instagram is 6.01% and 4.18%, respectively. There were
around 11.609 YouTube likes and comments on all firm posts on YouTube, and 250.438 likes and
comments on all Instagram posts issued at earnings announcements. On average, firms released
three videos and posted over two Instagram messages. Descriptive statistics for control variables
in Panel D are similar to other studies that focus on FTSE 100 firms (Abraham & Cox, 2007;
Skovoroda & Bruce, 2017). Panel E reports Pearson correlations between the indicator variables
capturing the content of tweets and we observe that the signs of correlations are positive on
average.

5. The Content of Tweets and Price Reactions to Earnings Announcements

Panel A of Table 2 reports regression results for Equation (1), for which we include interac-
tion terms between the earnings surprise and the variables capturing the content of tweets (for
brevity, we do not report the intercept in any of the tables). We document that investors react
more strongly if the tweets include specific references to financial information. The economic
effect of the content of tweets is significant: focusing on standardized coefficients, a one stan-
dard deviation increase in an earnings surprise for firms whose Twitter communication references
revenue associates with a 22%-higher price reaction.21 A similar magnitude increase in earnings
surprises for Twitter communication that mentions costs associates with a 34% lower price reac-
tion, and tweets that refer operating performance associate with a 17%-stronger price reaction.
These results are consistent with hypothesis H1a, which states that mentioning financial infor-
mation in Twitter communication helps investors to assess the persistence of earnings surprises,
which increases the magnitude of price reactions to earnings news. References to either dividends
or buybacks associate with lower price reactions. Contrary to the prediction of the dividend sig-
naling theory, prior research finds weak or no support for the dividend signaling hypothesis and
repurchases can signal lower earnings persistence.22 Thus, mentioning dividends or buybacks

20Online Appendix B presents an example of tweets related to the earnings announcement for Glencore PLC.
21Standardised coefficients report results for variables normalised to a mean of zero and unit standard deviation.
22For dividend signalling, see Grullon et al. (2005) for the U.S. evidence, Conroy et al. (2000) and Fukuda (2000) for
evidence for Japan, Chen et al. (2002) for China, Abeyratna and Power (2002) for the U.K, and Andres et al. (2013) for
Germany. Allen and Michaely (2003) review the dividend signalling literature and conclude, ‘[T]he overall accumulated
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics.

Variable Mean Median STD

Panel A: Price reaction, Twitter usage, and descriptive statistics for content of tweets
CAR ( − 1,2) 0.18% 0.25% 4.88%
Tweet 63.97% 100.00% 48.07%
Sales 43.10% 0.00% 50.00%
Costs 13.80% 0.00% 34.80%
Growth 43.09% 0.00% 49.99%
Operating 5.20% 0.00% 22.30%
Dividend/repurchase 20.70% 0.00% 40.90%
CEO/CFO 36.20% 0.00% 48.50%
Analyst 6.90% 0.00% 25.60%
Picture or video 14.80% 1.60% 18.60%
Cashtag 12.65% 0.00% 33.31%
Tone 82.80% 100.00% 38.10%
Panel B: Characteristics of tweets
#Twitter posts 7.641 5.000 8.825
#Twitter followers (in 000) N = 192 26.430 1.135 4.353
Twitter User Eng 114.571 40.000 244.117
Panel C: YouTube and Instagram usage
YouTube 6.01% 0.00% 23.79%
#YouTube posts 3.174 2.000 1.749
YouTube User Eng 11.609 8.000 16.770
Instagram 4.18% 0.00% 20.03%
#Instagram posts 2.529 1.000 2.294
Instagram User Eng 250.438 42.500 526.521
Panel D: Controls
SUE 0.512 0.404 4.361
#Analysts 8.799 7.000 6.581
Retail ownership 0.621 0.593 0.132
#IO 383.428 308.000 276.266
B/M 0.581 0.392 0.563
Leverage 0.663 0.641 0.219
MV (£ million) 16611.54 7450.36 20499.91

(Continued).
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Table 1. Continued.

Variable Mean Median STD

Volatility 0.039 0.034 0.024
News intensity 4.829 5.610 2.024

Cashtag Picture or video Sales Costs Growth Operating Dividend/repurchase CEO/CFO Analyst

Panel E: Pearson correlations between the indicator variables capturing the content of tweets
Picture or video 0.167

0.001
Sales 0.253 0.430

0.000 0.000
Costs 0.165 0.068 0.530

0.001 0.181 0.000
Growth 0.083 0.389 0.671 0.479

0.102 0.000 0.000 0.000
Operating − 0.006 0.006 0.091 − 0.013 0.336

0.904 0.914 0.073 0.801 0.000
Dividend/repurchase 0.388 0.198 0.595 0.603 0.559 0.324

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
CEO/CFO − 0.017 0.539 0.427 0.286 0.447 0.109 0.220

0.744 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.033 0.000
Analyst − 0.007 0.052 0.173 − 0.015 0.181 − 0.009 − 0.018 0.314

0.889 0.306 0.001 0.771 0.000 0.859 0.720 0.000
Tone 0.184 0.547 0.697 0.386 0.666 0.145 0.430 0.533 0.272

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.004 0.000 0.000 0.000

The table reports descriptive statistics for the variables in Equation (1) for the sample of FTSE 100 firms reporting earnings over the period January 2015 to April 2018.
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in earnings announcements provides either no signal about the persistence of earnings or sig-
nals lower earnings persistence, which should correlate with lower price reactions to earnings
surprises.

Consistent with hypothesis 1b, we document that Twitter communication that mentions the
CEO or the CFO associates with stronger price reactions to earnings news. This evidence sup-
ports the notion that mentioning top management in a tweet adds credibility to the earnings
results. A one standard deviation increase in an earnings surprise for Twitter communication that
refers to the CEO or the CFO correlates with a 16%-stronger price reaction. In contrast, we find
no significant effect if tweets mention analysts or analyst reports. Though the coefficient on the
interaction term Analyst∗SUE is positive, it is not significant at conventional levels.

We find that visual elements included in Twitter communication, such as cashtags, pictures and
videos, have a positive effect on price reactions to earnings news, which supports hypothesis 1c.
This result is consistent with the view that graphical elements help to attract investors’ attention
to firm’s posts. A one standard deviation increase in an earnings surprise issued jointly with
Twitter communication that contains a cashtag associates with 28%-stronger price reactions,
while the inclusion of pictures or videos increases price reaction by 10%.

Twitter communication in which managers use a positive tone to increase the favorableness
of the news is associated with weaker price reactions. This result is consistent with hypothesis
1d and suggests that investors may see through the impression management that firms employ to
boost the impact of news. Posts with an overall more positive tone on Twitter, in addition to a
one standard deviation increase in an earnings surprise, associate with 30%-lower price reactions.
Jointly, our results suggest that the content of the tweets has a material effect on how this social
media channel affects price reactions to earnings news.23

In the Online Appendix D, we present two further tests. First, we re-calculate the mea-
sures capturing the content of tweets relating to sales, costs, growth, operating performance
and dividend/repurchases to account for the total length of Twitter communication at earnings
announcement. This test is motivated by the possibility that a single tweet out of ten that men-
tioned certain information, e.g., about revenue, could have a different impact compared to a
single tweet a firm made at earnings announcements that mentioned revenue. The second test
we report recognizes that the tone of tweets can also be measured by a net value of positive and
negative words and by scaling the number of positive words by the total word count in all tweets
issued at earnings announcements. The conclusions from both tests are consistent with our main
findings.

5.1. Addressing the Selectivity Concern

This section presents results that help to address the concern that unobserved firm characteris-
tics could correlate with both the firm’s decision to post earnings results on Twitter and price
reactions to earnings news, thus confound the relations we examine. Column ‘Firm effects’ in

evidence does not support the assertion that dividend changes convey information about future earnings.’ For stock
repurchases signalling, Grullon and Michaely (2004, p. 652) ‘find no evidence that repurchasing firms experience an
improvement in future profitability relative to their peer firms. In fact, some of the performance measures indicate that
repurchasing firms underperform their peers. We also find that analysts revise their expectations downward after the
announcement of a share.’ Studies also link share repurchases to earnings management to increase reported EPS (Hribar
et al., 2006), avoid EPS declines (Myers et al., 2007) and sustain EPS growth (Bens et al., 2003), which further questions
the usefulness of repurchases for signalling earnings persistence.
23For completeness, Online Appendix C presents tests for Equation (1) that includes only the indicator for whether a
firm posts earnings results on Twitter and its interaction with the earnings surprise. We present these results to validate
the U.S. evidence that posts on Twitter related to earnings announcements associate, on average, with incremental price
reactions.
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Table 2. Regression results for content of tweets.

Conditional results

OLS Firm effects First stage Second stage

Coeff STD coeff p Coeff p Coeff p Coeff p

Panel A: Price reactions and content of tweets
Sales ∗ SUE 0.023 22% .010 0.025 .004 0.024 .001
Costs ∗ SUE − 0.061 − 34% .000 − 0.064 .000 − 0.061 .000
Growth ∗ SUE 0.031 28% .001 0.029 .002 0.031 .007
Operating ∗ SUE 0.067 17% .004 0.067 .001 0.067 .000
Dividend/repurchase ∗ SUE − 0.040 − 31% .001 − 0.040 .000 − 0.040 .000
CEO/CFO ∗ SUE 0.018 16% .041 0.020 .029 0.018 .013
Analyst ∗ SUE 0.026 10% .156 0.028 .112 0.024 .225
Cashtag ∗ SUE 0.941 28% .002 1.030 .001 0.955 .000
Picture or video ∗ SUE 0.039 10% .060 0.040 .054 0.039 .026
Tone ∗ SUE − 0.025 − 30% .034 − 0.027 .025 − 0.025 .030
Tweet∗SUE 0.002 9% .058 0.002 .049 0.002 .083
Cashtag − 0.309 − 4% .174 − 0.322 .152 − 0.307 .153
Picture or video − 0.047 − 9% .106 − 0.048 .091 − 0.048 .000
Sales 0.006 3% .588 0.006 .621 0.007 .571
Costs 0.035 10% .197 0.035 .188 0.035 .226
Growth − 0.030 − 15% .031 − 0.032 .023 − 0.030 .002
Operating − 0.112 − 20% .011 − 0.116 .003 − 0.110 .001
Dividend/repurchase 0.050 18% .065 0.054 .040 0.050 .027
CEO/CFO − 0.009 − 4% .574 − 0.010 .566 − 0.009 .473
Analyst − 0.077 − 16% .064 − 0.076 .058 − 0.075 .109
Tone 0.007 5% .588 0.007 .627 0.007 .538
Tweet 0.003 3% .638 0.004 .550 0.010 .508
SUE 0.000 − 4% .315 0.000 .266 0.010 0.574 0.000 .242
Avg Twitter use 2.472 0.000
Non-corporate tweets 7.567 0.000
IMR − 0.015 .093

(Continued).
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Conditional results

OLS Firm effects First stage Second stage

Coeff STD coeff p Coeff p Coeff p Coeff p

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry effects Yes No Yes Yes
Year effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
N 383 383 383 383
p(F) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Retail ownership Number of tweets Investor engagement #Followers

Coeff p Coeff p Coeff p Coeff p

Panel B: The impact of retail ownership and tweeting characteristics
SUE∗Tweet∗High retail ownership 0.008 .036
High retail ownership − 0.040 .013
SUE∗Tweet∗High #Tweets − 0.002 .203
High #Tweets 0.012 .094
SUE∗Tweet∗High #Twitter RLC − 0.003 .247
High #Twitter RLC 0.009 .197
SUE∗Tweet∗High # Followers − 0.006 .182
High #Followers 0.001 .893
SUE 0.001 .644 0.000 .320 0.000 .332 0.003 .124
Tweet − 0.007 .171 − 0.004 .537 − 0.003 .646 − 0.003 .695
SUE∗Tweet 0.001 .737 0.003 .009 0.004 .050 0.000 .919

(Continued).
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Table 2. Continued.

Retail ownership Number of tweets Investor engagement #Followers

Coeff p Coeff p Coeff p Coeff p

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
N 383 383 383 192
p(F) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Multiple earnings
announcements on the same day Small surprises

Coeff p Coeff p

Panel C: Announcement clustering and small earnings surprises
SUE∗Tweet∗# of earn announcements 0.002 .075
# of earn announcements − 0.006 .173
SUE∗Tweet − 0.003 .340
SUE 0.005 .114
Tweet 0.002 .858 − 0.001 .911
positive SUE∗Tweet 0.003 .267
small positive SUE∗Tweet 0.011 .000
small negative SUE∗Tweet − 0.035 .029
negative SUE∗Tweet 0.002 .171
positive SUE 0.000 .170
small positive SUE 0.006 .617
small negative SUE 0.037 .000
negative SUE 0.000 .993
Controls Yes Yes
Industry effects Yes Yes
Year effects Yes Yes
N 383 383
p(F) 0.000 0.000

Panel A reports regression results for Equations (1) and (2). Panel B examines the impact of retail ownership and tweeting characteristics, and Panel C of clustering in earnings
announcements and of small earnings surprises. STD coeff reports coefficients where variables are standardized to mean of zero and unit standard deviation. IMR is the inverse Mills
ratio.
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Panel A of Table 2 reports results for Equation (1) augmented with firm effects. We run the
Hausman test with the null hypothesis that the random effects model is preferred due to higher
efficiency to select between the random and fixed effects models. The alternative hypothesis is
that the fixed effects model is at least as consistent, thus preferred. We cannot reject the null
hypothesis and choose the random effects model. Regression results for the firm effects model
are consistent with our main conclusions.

Column ‘Conditional pricing model’ reports results from estimating the conditional price reac-
tion model (2). The first-stage regression estimates the likelihood that a firm will communicate
earnings news on Twitter. The first instrument is the proportion of FTSE 100 firms that com-
municated on Twitter in a three-week period before the focal firm’s earnings announcements,
Avg Twitter use. Building on the network literature (Leary & Roberts, 2014), we expect that the
decision to use social media will depend on the behavior of company’s peers. However, we do
not expect that past peers’ choices to use social media will affect price reaction to the focal firm’s
current earnings announcement. The second instrument is an indicator variable that determines
whether a firm has been active on Twitter between 90 and seven days before earnings announce-
ments, Non-corporate tweets. Companies engage with customers on their Twitter account by
posting news about their products and services. This non-corporate communication builds famil-
iarity with the platform and experience of managing the social media dialogue with users, which
should increase a firm’s propensity to post corporate news on social media. However, a firm’s
previous use of Twitter for non-corporate communication, e.g., advertising, should not affect
how investors react to earnings news. Thus, both instruments meet the relevance condition and
the exclusion restriction.

First-stage regression results show positive coefficients on Avg Twitter use and Non-corporate
tweets. Thus, the experience of using Twitter and the proliferation of peers’ use of Twitter for
corporate communication increase the likelihood that a firm will communicate earnings news
through this channel. Column ‘Second stage’ reports results from estimating Equation (2) when
we include the inverse Mills ratio to control for selectivity in firms communicating earnings
results on Twitter. The conclusions from this regression are similar to our main findings. Jointly,
tests that address selectivity in corporate disclosure on Twitter support our main conclusion that
investors find earnings posts on Twitter useful in interpreting financial information. However, we
acknowledge we cannot completely rule out that selectivity explains our results.

5.2. Retail Ownership and Characteristics of Twitter Communication

We expect that social media communication will be particularly important for investors with
high information acquisition and processing costs, such as retail investors. To test this proposi-
tion, we first create an indicator variable High retail ownership, which takes a value of one if
retail ownership is in the top quartile of all FTSE 100 constituents, and is zero otherwise. We
then augment the regression model with interaction terms between High retail ownership and
Tweet and SUE.24 Column ‘Retail ownership’ in Panel B of Table 2 reports a positive coefficient
on the triple interaction term SUE∗Tweet∗High retail ownership, which suggests Twitter com-
munication helps retail investors to more effectively process earnings information. This result
supports hypothesis 3.

Next, we examine whether the characteristics of Twitter communication, such as the frequency
of tweeting, affect the usefulness of Twitter in disseminating earnings results. Firms can boost

24We estimate the regression with an interaction term between retail ownership and whether a firm posts earnings results
on Twitter, rather than with the content of tweets, as the latter would produce too many variables (additional 24 variables
on top of existing 23 variables) for too few degrees of freedom, which would undermine the reliability of the estimates.
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the impact of Twitter communication by posting a larger number of tweets related to earnings
announcements. We create an indicator variable, High #Tweets, which equals one for the tercile
of stocks with the highest number of Twitter posts, and is zero otherwise. Column ‘Number of
tweets’ documents that investors do not react more strongly to earnings news for firms that post
a larger number of tweets.

If Twitter communication helps firms to reach a wider audience, its impact should increase as a
larger number of users engage with the firm’s tweet by either commenting on it or retweeting the
post. Variable High #Twitter RLC takes a value of one for the top tercile of stocks based on the
number of retweets, likes and comments, and is zero otherwise. Column ‘Investor engagement’
documents that higher user engagement does not increase price reactions to earnings news.

Firms may build large followings on Twitter, which in turn can facilitate the dissemination
of earnings news. We create an indicator, High # Followers, which equals one for the tercile of
stocks with the highest number of Twitter followers, and is zero otherwise. Column ‘#Followers’
reports results for the regression model augmented with an interaction term for the number of
Twitter followers. The information on the number of Twitter followers is available only for the
last two years (2017–2018), which reduces the number of observations to 192. We can collect the
data for semi-annual results only, which we extrapolate to annual results. We do not find that a
higher number of Twitter followers increases the earnings response coefficient. We conclude that
the characteristics of firm activity on Twitter, such as the number of posts, investor engagement
and a high number of followers on Twitter, do not affect investor responses to earnings news.

5.3. Further Tests: The Effect of Earnings Announcements Clustering and of Small Earnings
Surprises

To shed more light on when tweets are more useful, we examine incremental price reactions on
days when multiple firms announce their results. Hirshleifer et al. (2009) document that when
multiple firms announce on the same day, immediate price and trading volume reactions are
weaker, and the post-announcement drift is stronger, consistent with limited investor attention
on such days. We test whether social media communication can partially alleviate this effect.
Specifically, we count the number of earnings announcements one day before and on the focal
company’s announcement day to capture the intensity of peer firms’ earnings announcements,
# of earn announcements. We then interact # of earn announcements with SUE∗Tweet. Column
‘Multiple earnings announcements on the same day’ in Panel C of Table 2 documents a positive
coefficient on the interaction term SUE∗Tweet∗# of earn announcements, which suggests that
Twitter communication helps attract investors’ attention to firm results on high news days.

Jung et al. (2018) suggest that firms are more likely to report positive news on Twitter and
we build on their analysis to understand if tweets increase price reaction to positive news and
reduce price reaction to negative news, as well as examining whether tweets can increase price
reactions to small surprises. Small positive surprises are not headline-grabbing and investors may
ignore them, focusing instead on firms with large positive or negative surprises (Hirshleifer et al.,
2009). Furthermore, firms may attempt to provide more context to explain small negative news
to avoid the market penalty for missing analyst estimates (Lopez & Rees, 2002). To test these
propositions, column ‘Small surprises’ in Panel C disaggregates SUE into four components: pos-
itive earnings surprises that are higher than 0.1 pence, positive SUE; small positive surprises in
a range [0,0.1], small positive SUE; small negative surprises in a range [ − 0.1,0), small negative
SUE; and negative surprises smaller than − 0.1 pence, negative SUE. The cut-off point of 0.1
reflects the bottom decile of the unscaled mean surprise of 1.017, but the conclusions are robust
to other cut-off points. We then interact the four earnings surprise terms with Tweet. The pos-
itive coefficient on the interaction small positive SUE∗Tweet and a negative coefficient on the
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term small negative SUE∗Tweet are consistent with social media communication boosting price
reactions to relatively small earnings surprises and moderating the negative effect of small nega-
tive news. The coefficient on positive SUE∗Tweet is not significant, which suggests the result in
Jung et al. (2018) on incrementally higher price reaction to positive surprises communicated on
Twitter may be confined to small positive surprises.

6. YouTube and Instagram Communication

This section first examines the frequency with which companies use YouTube and Instagram
conditional on firms communicating on Twitter. Figure 3.1 shows that firms are more likely
to post earnings results on YouTube and Instagram when they also communicate on Twitter
(the differences in the proportion of YouTube and Instagram posts between Twitter and non-
Twitter firms are significant at 1%). Figure 3.2 expands this analysis by showing that firms are
more likely to use Instagram when they also post on YouTube (the z-test for the difference in
proportions is − 4.44). Jointly, the results shown in Figure 3 suggest that firms are more likely
to use YouTube and Instagram when they already post their results on Twitter.

Next, we examine whether earnings communication on YouTube and Instagram has an incre-
mental effect on price reactions to earnings news beyond Twitter posts. The first columns of Table
3 report results for Equation (1), which controls for Twitter earnings posts, when we include
indicator variables for YouTube and Instagram earnings posts and their interactions with the
earnings surprise. The negative coefficient on SUE∗YouTube suggests that, on average, YouTube
communication reduces price sensitivity to earnings news. This result suggests that, on aver-
age, YouTube videos are ill-suited to communicate financial information disclosed in earnings
announcements. This result may reflect that, compared to pictures, videos included with text
may obscure the message. Indeed, Sundar (2000) finds that people can better recall and pro-
cess picture information than they can video information. This finding is also consistent with the
information overload theory, which predicts that multimedia can inhibit information processing
due to a cognitive overload (Chandler & Sweller, 1991; Sweller et al., 1998; Wong et al., 2012).
Yang et al. (2020) results further support this view, finding that the use of multimedia weakens
the assimilation of textual information among Kickstarter investors. Instagram posts, on average,
are not associated with incremental price reactions, which suggests investors do not perceive this
channel as incrementally useful to YouTube and Twitter in disseminating earnings news. Jointly,
the evidence in Panel A of Table 3 suggests that, on average, YouTube and Instagram do not
facilitate the dissemination of earnings results, a result inconsistent with hypothesis 2. This find-
ing may reflect the fact that Twitter already allows for pictures and videos, which may reduce the
appeal of YouTube and Instagram, which focus on these media. Moreover, companies frequently
use the same infographics and videos on Twitter as they do on YouTube and Instagram, further
reducing the competitive advantage of YouTube and Instagram.

Column ‘Firm effects’ repeats the analysis after including random firm effects in Equation (1)
and the conclusions remain unchanged. Column ‘Conditional pricing model’ reports results for
Equation (2), which controls for the selectivity in the firm’s choice to post on YouTube and Insta-
gram. The first-stage regression models the likelihood that a firm will post on either YouTube or
Instagram, in addition to Twitter. As instruments, we use (i) the proportion of peers posting on
Twitter and either YouTube or Instagram in a 60-day window before the focal firm’s earnings
announcements, Avg YouTube and Instagram use, and (ii) whether a firm posted non-corporate
content on either YouTube or Instagram over a 60-day window before earnings announcements,
Non-corporate YouTube or Instagram posts. We do not expect peers’ choices to use Instagram or
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Table 3. Price reactions to YouTube and Instagram communication.

Conditional pricing model

OLS Firm effects First stage Second stage

Coeff p Coeff p Coeff p Coeff p

Panel A: Price reactions and YouTube and Instagram posts
Avg YouTube or Instagram use 4.265 .028
Non-corporate YouTube or Instagram posts 1.496 .019
SUE∗YouTube − 0.011 .092 − 0.010 .189 − 0.011 .049
YouTube 0.017 .089 0.015 .190 0.014 .089
SUE∗Instagram 0.000 .958 0.002 .843 0.000 .992
Instagram 0.017 .377 0.012 .443 0.012 .420
SUE∗Tweet 0.002 .026 0.002 .065 0.002 .054
Tweet 0.000 .999 0.001 .834 0.023 .042
SUE 0.000 .295 0.000 .497 0.013 .001 − 0.001 .106
IMR − 0.014 .038
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
N 383 383 383 383
p(F)/Wald Chi2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Continued.
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Table 3. Continued.

#posts User engagement Retail investors

Coeff p Coeff p Coeff p

Panel B: Characteristics of YouTube and Instagram posts
SUE∗#YouTube posts 0.011 .016
#YouTube posts 0.008 .034
SUE∗# Instagram posts − 0.005 .218
# Instagram posts 0.001 .835
SUE∗YouTube User Eng − 0.001 .181
YouTube User Eng − 0.001 .521
SUE∗Instagram User Eng − 0.000 .027
Instagram User Eng 0.000 .073
SUE∗YouTube∗High retail ownership 0.061 .029
YouTube∗High retail ownership 0.034 .283
SUE∗Instagram∗High retail ownership 0.025 .529
Instagram∗High retail ownership 0.025 .043
SUE∗YouTube − 0.042 .000 0.001 .891 − 0.015 .067
YouTube − 0.013 .331 0.015 .240 0.021 .058
SUE∗Instagram 0.004 .775 0.008 .484 − 0.001 .928
Instagram 0.010 .741 0.005 .811 0.012 .586
SUE 0.000 .369 0.000 .372 0.000 .369
Tweet − 0.002 .711 0.000 .933 0.000 .937
SUE∗Tweet 0.002 .034 0.002 .032 0.002 .032

Controls Yes Yes Yes
Industry effects Yes Yes Yes
Year effects Yes Yes Yes
N 383 383 383
p(F)/Wald Chi2 0.000 0.000 0.000

Panel A reports results for regressions estimating the impact earnings communication on YouTube and Instagram has on price reactions to earnings news. Panel B explores the effect
the characteristics of YouTube and Instagram posts have on price reactions to earnings news.
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Figure 3. YouTube and Instagram posts: complementary effects. Figure 3.1 reports the proportion of firms that use
YouTube and Instagram to communication earnings announcements conditional on the firm also communicating on
Twitter. Figure 3.2 documents the percentage of firms using Instagram conditional on the firm also communicating on
YouTube.

YouTube for earnings dissemination nor the firm’s non-corporate posts on YouTube and Insta-
gram to increase price reaction to earnings announcements, but they should affect the firm’s
propensity to post earnings results on these two platforms. First-stage regression results docu-
ment significant loadings on the two instruments and second-stage regression results continue
to show no average incremental positive effect on stock returns from posting earnings news on
YouTube or Instagram.

In the Online Appendix E, we also examine the incremental role of posts related to earnings
results on Facebook. We find that companies do not often post earnings-related information on
Facebook – the frequency of earnings posts on Facebook increases from 3.1% in 2015 to 6.2% in
2018. Further, we do not find that posts on Facebook associate with incremental price reactions
to earnings announcements, which mirrors the evidence for Twitter and Instagram.
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6.1. Characteristics of YouTube and Instagram Communication

Companies can ‘boost’ the impact of YouTube and Instagram communication by posting sev-
eral messages on the two platforms at earnings announcements. Consistently, column ‘#posts’
in Panel B of Table 3 reports a positive incremental effect from a higher number of YouTube
videos released by a firm as measured by the positive coefficient on SUE∗#YouTube posts. This
effect moderates the average negative effect from posting on YouTube captured by the negative
coefficient on SUE∗YouTube. This result is consistent with the notion that a higher firm engage-
ment on YouTube can offset the negative average effect of YouTube posts on price reactions to
earnings news. A higher number of Instagram posts seems to have no incremental effect. Column
‘User engagement’ shows no evidence that a higher user engagement on YouTube or Instagram
associates with stronger price reactions to earnings news, which is similar to what we find for
Twitter.

The emphasis on videos and graphics to present information on YouTube and Instagram
may appeal to retail investors. Column ‘Retail investors’ reports results augmented with inter-
action terms with High retail ownership. The positive coefficient on the triple interaction
SUE∗YouTube∗High retail ownership suggests that YouTube videos posted by companies with
high retail ownership moderate the average negative effect from positing earnings results on
YouTube. This evidence is consistent with YouTube posts helping retail investors to better under-
stand the content of earnings news. Instagram does not associate with incremental pricing effects
for stocks with high retail ownership. Overall, we find very weak support for hypothesis 3 and
only for YouTube as dissemination channel.

6.2. Additional Tests

The Online Appendix F presents three additional results. First, if posts on social media, such as
Twitter and YouTube, meet retail investors’ demand for the information communication channel,
we would expect retail investors to increase their holdings in firms that use these social media
to disseminate corporate news, a result we confirm. Second, considering that Twitter facilitates
earnings news dissemination and helps to attract retail ownership, we would expect analysts to
issue more favorable recommendations for firms that communicate earnings results on Twitter.
Consistently, we find that the mean of stock recommendations issued after earnings announce-
ments is more likely to be higher than the mean of stock recommendations issued before earnings
announcements for firms that communicate earnings results on Twitter, particularly for high retail
ownership stocks. Third, we find no evidence of an incremental post-earnings announcement
drift for firms that communicate on social media. Thus, our results are likely to reflect more effi-
cient information pricing at earnings announcements rather than irrational investor behavior at
earnings announcements for firms that use social media.

7. Conclusions

This study examines (i) how the content of tweets and (ii) posts on YouTube and Instagram
related to earnings announcements facilitate the dissemination of earnings news. We observe
that what companies mention in their Twitter communication has an incremental effect on how
investors interpret earnings results. Tweets about earnings announcements are particularly useful
when retail ownership in a stock is high. Incrementally to Twitter, YouTube and Instagram do
not, on average, promote stronger price reactions to earnings results.

This study is subject to limitations. First, the small sample size means our results may be period
or sample specific; thus, further research is required to build confidence in the generalizability of
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the results. Second, our evidence is based solely on a sample of UK firms, leaving the door open
for future studies to examine whether the results can be replicated in other institutional settings.
Third, we attempt to address endogeneity in several ways; however, we cannot preclude that
the firm’s use of social media in communicating earnings news correlates with other corporate
decisions or firm characteristics, which in turn affect price responses to earnings news. Future
research could explore the decision process underlying firms’ choices to communicate earnings
news on social media, e.g., through interviews, to shed more light on this issue. Such evidence
would be helpful in uncovering potential correlations that could muddle the relation modeled in
this and earlier research linking the use of social media to earnings dissemination.
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Appendicces

Appendix A. Sample selection criteria.

Selection criteria

Full- and half-year results for FTSE 100 constituents between January 2015 and
April 2018 with non-missing identifying observation

658

fewer stocks without analyst coverage to calculate the earnings surprise 164
fewer stocks without stock return information 46
fewer stocks without Compustat Global accounting data and Factset ownership

data
65

Final sample 383
including unique firms 93
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Variable Definition

Panel A: The content of tweets
Sales An indicator variable equal to one if any of the tweets issued at earnings announcement mention revenue and zero

otherwise.
Costs An indicator variable equal to one if any of the tweets issued at earnings announcement refer to costs and zero otherwise.
Growth An indicator variable equal to one if any of the tweets issued at earnings announcement refer to growth and zero otherwise.
Operating An indicator variable equal to one if any of the tweets issued at earnings announcement refer to operating performance and

zero otherwise.
Dividend/repurchase An indicator variable equal to one if any of the tweets issued at earnings announcement refer to a dividend or repurchase

and zero otherwise.
Cashtag An indicator variable equal to one if any of the tweets issued at earnings announcement include a cashtag and zero

otherwise.
Picture or video An indicator variable equal to one if any of the tweets issued at earnings announcement include a picture or video and zero

otherwise.
CEO/CFO An indicator variable equal to one if any of the tweets issued at earnings announcement mention the CEO/CFO and zero

otherwise.
Analyst An indicator variable equal to one if any of the tweets issued at earnings announcement mention an analyst and zero

otherwise.
Tone An indicator variable if any of the tweets issued at earnings announcement include words with a positive tone and zero

otherwise.

Panel B: Price reaction and characteristics of Twitter communication
CAR (-1,2) Cumulative abnormal return around earnings announcements.
Tweet An indicator variable equal to one if a firm issued at least one tweet communicating earnings results and zero otherwise.
#Twitter posts The number of firm-initiated tweets.
#Twitter followers (in 000) N = 192 The number of firm followers on Twitter measured seven days before earnings announcements (in thousands) The

information on the number of Twitter followers is available only for 2017–2018 and semi-annual results which we
extrapolate to annual results.

Twitter User Eng The cumulative number of retweets, comments and likes for the firm’s posts on Twitter at earnings announcements.

Panel C: YouTube and Instagram
YouTube An indicator variable equal to one if a firm posted at least one YouTube video related to earnings results at earnings

announcement and zero otherwise
#YouTube posts The number of YouTube videos related to earnings results posted by a firm.
YouTube User Eng The cumulative number of ‘likes’ and ‘comments’ on YouTube videos posted by a firm.
Instagram An indicator variable equal to one if a firm posted at least one earnings-results-related message on Instagram, and zero

otherwise.
#Instagram posts The number of Instagram messages related to earnings results posted by the firm.
Instagram User Eng The cumulative number of Instagram ‘likes’ and ‘comments’ for the firm’s posts.
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Variable Definition

Panel D: Control variables
SUE Unexpected earnings measured as the standardized difference between actual earnings and analyst consensus forecast based

on latest analyst forecasts in a 90-day period before earnings announcements. We scale the difference by the standard
deviation in analyst EPS estimates.

#Analysts The number of analysts following a firm in a 90-day period before earnings announcements.
Retail ownership The proportion of retail investors in a firm in the quarter before earnings announcements. The measure is calculated as 1-the

percentage holdings by institutional investors.
#IO The number of institutional investors in the quarter before earnings announcements.
B/M The book-to-market ratio.
Leverage Firm leverage measured as the ratio of long-term liabilities to total assets for the most recent fiscal year.
MV (£ million) Firm market capitalization (in £ million) measured two weeks before earnings announcements.
Volatility Firm’s stock price volatility calculated as the share price standard deviation measured over two months ending two weeks

before earnings announcements and scaled by the mean stock price.
news intensity The weighted average of (i) the number of articles mentioning a firm and (ii) the prominence of a company in the media

article measured in a 30-day window ending seven days before earnings announcements

Panel E: Analysts’ stock recommendation upgrade
Mean upgrade An indicator variable that takes a value of one if the mean of all stock recommendations issued by analysts in a 30-day

window after earnings announcements is higher compared to the mean of all stock recommendations issued in the 50-day
pre-announcement window ending ten days before earnings announcements; otherwise, we assigned a value of zero. We
use the latest stock recommendation issued by an analyst for a firm during the respective window.

Panel F: Keywords use in identifying the content of tweets
Variable Keywords
Sales sale, selling, revenue, turnover, proceeds, gross income, gross revenue, gross sales, sales volume, receipts, takings, amount

sold, contracts, discounts, sales quantity, trade receivables
Costs cost, expense, expenditure, expend, charge, overhead, spending, fee, outlay, outgoings, payment, operating cost, running

cost, levy, fine, payroll, money spent, overcharge, paid, salaries, spending, spent, commission, due, dues, cuts, deductions,
disposal

Growth growth, increase, expansion, rise, growing, progress, outgrowth, extension, enlargement, advancement, surge, increment,
upswing, upsurge, increasing, grow, build-up, upturn, gain, boost, amplification, raise, boom, expand, rising, expanding,
grew, headway, hike, widening, evolving, expansion, ripening, push, improve, improvement, surge, escalation, jump,
waxing, ascent, exponential, extending

Operating Operating, operations, profit, proceeds, return, gross profit, gross income, EBIT, EBITDA, operating income, operating
profit

(Continued).
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Table A2. Continued.

Variable Definition

Dividend/repurchase Dividend, DPS, buy back, buy-back, buyback, repurchase, re-purchase, payout
CEO/CFO CEO, chief operating officer, chief-executive, chief executive officer, director general, executive director, president,

managing director, CFO, chief financial officer, finance director, chief of finance, director of finance, chief accountant,
chief finance, head of finance

Analyst analyst, security analyst, market analyst, research analyst, research reports, analyst reports
Positive tone success, record-breaking, excellent, exceeding, superior, strong, on track, progress, high, extraordinary, performance,

positive result, achievement, successful, accomplishment, favorable, prosperous, advantageous, satisfactory, succeeding,
encouraging, positive, distinguished, valuable, confident, optimistic, good, upbeat, beneficial, decisive, conclusive,
welcome, satisfied, firm, buoyant, sound, convincing, upside, impressive, stunning, amazing, optimism, forward-looking,
go-ahead, pronounced, demonstrative, record breaking, new

The table reports variables definitions and keywords used to identify the content of tweets.
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